DECEPTIVE CONVERGENCE OF
FOURIER SERIES ON SU(2)
BY

R. A. MAYER

1. Introduction and summary. In this paper G will always denote a compact
group that has a faithful finite-dimensional unitary representation. The Haar
measure on G will be denoted by p., and we normalize p. so that p.(G) = l. By a
representation of G we will mean a finite-dimensional unitary representation of G.
Let U be a faithful representation of G and let F= U @ U be the direct sum of U
and its complex conjugate representation. Let T0(U) he the space of constant
functions on G, let Tf(U) be the linear space spanned by T0(U) and the coordinate
functions of V, and for each integer « ä 1 let Tn(U) be the space spanned by all
functions//2•
• •/„ where/ g Tf(U) for 1 ¿i^n. We will call Tn(U) the space of
U-trigonometric polynomials of degree S«. For each nonnegative integer n let Un be
the orthogonal projection of L2(G) onto Tn(U). There is a natural way to extend Un
to a projection from L\G) onto Fn( (7) (see (2.1)) and we will denote this extension by
Un. If/is a function in F^G) we will call the sequence {Unf} the U-Fourier series
for f and we will call Unf the nth partial sum of the U-Fourier series for f. If
fie L2(G, p), then Unf-> fin L2(G, p) as « -» co. If x g G then the U-Fourier series
for fat x is defined to be the sequence {t/n/(x)}.
If G=T is the group of complex numbers of absolute value 1, and U is the
1-dimensional representation of Fon Cdefined by

(1.1)

U(eu)z = euz for all e» g F, z g C

then the £/-trigonometric polynomials of degree ;£ « are ordinary trigonometric
polynomials of degree a«, and for any fie L\T), Unf is the «th partial sum of the
ordinary Fourier series for/
Let {an}, {bn}be two sequences of complex numbers. We say that {an} and {bn} coconverge if they either both converge to the same limit or both diverge. Let U and
W be two faithful representations of the compact group G. We will say that U and
IF are series equivalent if for every / in L\G) and every x in G the sequences
{Unf(x)} and {IFn/(x)} co-converge. Series equivalence is clearly an equivalence
relation on the set of faithful representations of G. It is easy to show that any two
faithful representations of T are series equivalent (see 2.2). For the group SU(2)
of 2 x 2 unitary matrices with determinant 1 the situation is more complicated.

SU(2) has exactly one irreducible representation R" of dimension « for each
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positive integer « (see [8, p. 137]). It follows from (3.19) and (7.18) that the representations R" © Fp +1 where 1 SqSp and p=q mod 2 form a complete set of equivalence class representatives for the relation of series equivalence on the faithful
representations of SU(2). If U is a faithful representation of SU(2) which is series
equivalent to R" © Fp+1 we will say that U is of type (q,p).
Let U be a faithful representation of G, let x e G and let/be a function in LX(G)
which is continuous at x. If the i/-Fourier series for / at x converges to a value
different from/(x) we will say that the [/-Fourier series for/converges deceptively
at x. It is well known that the ordinary Fourier series of a function in F^F) cannot
converge deceptively [10, p. 89] and it follows from [5, p. 683] that the F2-Fourier
series of a function in L1(SU(2)) cannot converge deceptively. Let S be a subset of
L1(G). If no function/in S has a point of continuity at which the [/-Fourier series
for/converges deceptively, we will say that U-Fourier series are honest for functions

in S.
In this paper we will prove the following results. Let S be the set of all functions
in L™(SU(2)) which are continuous except on a set of Hausdorff dimension ^2,
and let F be the set consisting of those functions in S whose set of discontinuities
has Hausdorff dimension < 2. Let U be a faithful representation of 57/(2). Then
[/-Fourier series are honest for functions in T; [/-Fourier series are honest for
functions in S if and only if U is of type (1, 1), (2, 2) or (3, 3); [/-Fourier series are

honest for functions in La'(SU(2)) if and only if i/is of type (1, 1), (2, 2) or (3, 3);
and [/-Fourier series are honest for functions in L1(SU(2)) if and only if U is of
type (1, 1). With each faithful representation Uof SU(2) we can associate a set Du
(the deception set of U) with the following two properties.
1. If x e SU(2) and y is any element of xDu different from x, then there exists a
function/in L1(SU(2)) such that/is analytic except at y and the [/-Fourier series
for/converges deceptively at jc.
II. If x e SU(2) and /is any function in Fx(5i/(2)) which is continuous on xDv
then the [/-Fourier series for/does not converge deceptively at x.
In (7.1) we give a very explicit description of Du which shows that if U is of type
(q, p) with p odd, then Dv consists of all elements of SU(2) whose eigenvalues are
pth roots of unity. The main tool for proving the above results is the technical
Theorem 5.63 which gives an explicit formula for the error flx) - lim„_ „ Unf(x),
valid for a fairly large class of functions. Let U be any faithful representation of
SU (2), and let/be a function in L2(SU(2)). Then the set of points where the UFourier series for/converges deceptively has measure zero. It would be desirable
to prove this result for arbitrary functions in L\SU(2)), but I have been unable to

do this.
2. Series equivalence of the representations of T. Let U be a faithful representation of the compact group G. Since Tx(U) is the space spanned by the coordinate
functions of a representation of G, TX(U) is clearly left and right translation in-
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variant, and hence Fn(i7) is a left and right translation invariant subspace of LZ(G)
for all n. Also Tn(U) is closed (in fact finite dimensional) in L2(G), so Fn(i7) is a

two-sided ideal in L2(G) by [4, §3IF and 39E]. By the structure theory for such
ideals [4, §39] we know that Tn(U) contains a unique central idempotent D^ with
the property that/-»/*
D" is the projection of L2(G) onto Tn(U), i.e.

(2.1)

UJ = f*DnJ

for all feL2(G).

(The * here denotes convolution.) We will call the sequence {D„} (n=0, 1,2,...)
the Dirichlet kernel for U. The right-hand side of (2.1) makes sense for any /in
L\G) and we use (2.1) to define t/n/for any /in L\G).
Proposition

2.2. Any two faithful representations of T are series equivalent.

Proof. Let IF be any faithful representation of J, and let U be the representation
defined in (1.1). Note that for each nonnegative integer «, Tn(U) is the linear space
spanned by {eikt : —n^k^n}. If/is a function in L\T) whose (ordinary) Fourier
series is f~J, ckeikt then the U-Fourier series for/is {2£= -nckeikt}, and the WFourier series for/is

{2keA(n)ckeikt} where A(n)={ke

Z : em eTn(W)}. We will

show that W and U are series equivalent.
Let x be the character of IF. We can write x(e") = 2 an^int where the an are nonnegative integers and all but a finite number of the an's are zero. Let N be the largest
integer such that aN+a-N>0. For any positive integer k we have
(2.3)

Tk(W) S TNk(U).

Since IF is a faithful representation of Fit follows from [2, pp. 189-190] that the
algebra generated by {eint : an>0} u {e~int : a„>0} is the algebra of all trigono-

metric polynomials, and hence there exists an integer/» such that TN(U) £ TP(W).
Since
^TpN(U)

+ e~iNtTpN(U) = T(P + 1)N(U)

we can show by induction that

(2-4)

Tmq+1)(U) S Tp+q(W),

q^O.

Combining (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain
(2.5)

TNk.mp^(U)

£ Tk(W) ç TNk(U),

Let B(k)={« g Z : e™e TNk(U),e™i Tk(W)}.Then Unfit follows from (2.5) that

k ^ p.

WJ= 2„£B(k)cne™and

||£W-WJ1U è 2A(/>-l)Sup{|c,| : \j\ Z N(k-p+l)}
whenever k ^p. Thus by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma we see that UNkf- Wkf
converges uniformly to 0 on Fas k -» co, and for any eix g F we see that {UNkf(eix)}
and {Wkf(eix)} co-converge. Also the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma shows that
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{UNkf(eix)} and {Ukf(éx)} co-converge, and it follows that
{Ukf(eix)} co-converge. Thus U and IF are series equivalent.

{Wkf(eix)} and

3. Formulas for the Dirichlet kernels. Let G be a compact group and let
{Xa\(a e A) be the set of all irreducible characters of G. If <j>
is any character of G and
a e A, we will say that Xa is contained in c/>if (xa, c/>)> 0. Here (ya, cf>)denotes the
inner product of \a and cj>.Let <f>,
cl>be two characters of G We will write <£></>if
every irreducible character contained in </>
is also contained in <f>,
and we will write
çb~c/>ifçb^ib and <p><f>.
Thus çb~ib if and only if the representations corresponding
to c/>and ip are quasi equivalent in the sense of [7, p. 631]. We will use the facts that

(3.1)

<f>
< if,=>çb+ ib~ 0,

(3.2)

4>-<</>
andfa < fa =>#i -<#i,

and similar obvious properties of the relations -< and ~ without specifically
mentioning them. Let F(xJ be the two-sided ideal in L2(G) generated by Xa-Then
{E(xa) ■a e A} is the set of all minimal two-sided ideals in L2(G), and the generating
idempotent for E(xa) is daxa where da=xa(e)- Let U be a faithful representation of

G. Then since T„(U) is a closed ideal in F2(G) we have by [4, §39] that

Tn(U) = 2 E(xa)

(xaeTn(U))

and hence the Dirichlet kernel {D%}for U is given by

(3.3)

D? = 2 daXa

(xa e Tn(U)).

Let xu be the character of U. Then it follows from [5, p. 684] that xa e Tn(U) if and
only if ((1 +Xu + Xu)n, Xo)>0, and hence (3.3) becomes

(3-4)

D% = 2 ¿«Xa,

Xa < (I + Xu+ Xu)n-

Let 0 be the function on SU(2) defined by
(3.5)

0(g) = arc cos í¿ Trace (g)),

g e Si/(2)

so that the eigenvalues of an element g of SU(2) are exp ( ± iO(g)). For each positive
integer n, SU(2) has exactly one irreducible representation Fn of dimension n, and
the character xn of F" is

(3.6)

Xn = sin nô/sin 0

(see [8, p. 151]). Since X2n(*)=2n only if 0(x)=l, or equivalently only if x=e, the
characters x2n are all faithful (we call a character faithful if it is the character of a
faithful representation). Note that x2n+i(e)=X2n+i(—e) so X2n+i is never faithful.
Let U be a faithful representation of SU(2) with character xu = ^.nk(U)xk- Then
Xu(-e) = Iknk(U)(-l)k
+1. Since Í7 is faithful Xu(~e)*xu(e) = I. knk(U), and
hence xu contains some irreducible character of even dimension. Let p be the
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greatest integer such that np+l(U)>0(sop^l)
and let q be the greatest integer such
that q =p mod 2 and nq(U) > 0 (if no such q exists then p is odd, and in this case we
take c7=l). We will say that U is of type (q,p). If q,p are any integers such that
laqúp and q=p mod 2 then Rq@Rp +1 is of type (q,p). We will show in (7.18)
that this definition of type agrees with the definition given in the introduction.
Theorem 3.7. Let U be a faithful representation of SU(2) of type (q,p), and let

{D"} be the Dirichlet kernel for U. Thenfor every «^3

(3.8)

Dl=

J

(-l)p+m+1An-i,p+m,

m = <z+ l

where

(3.9)

D, = 2 kXk.
fc=i

Proof. By the Clebsch-Gordan formula [8, p. 163] we know
r

(3.10)

XtXs= 2 Xr+s+i-2,
i=i

if r^s.

We define S(n) and 5*(«) by the formulas

(311)

S(n) = 2x,

(láiá*)

S*(n) = 2xi

(lújún,j

= nmod2).

It then follows from (3.10) that

(3.12)

Xr-5(«)~5(« + r-l)
yr-5*(«) ~ 5*(« + r-l)

(ran)
(r ^ n+l)

and that

(3.13)

XrS(n)<XsS(n)
XrS*(n) <XsS*(n)

(r Ú s S n)
(rise

n + l,r = jmod2).

Lemma3.14. Let U be a faithful representation of 517(2) of type (q, p) and if
q=l assume that xi is contained in xu- Then for every « ^ 3

(3.15)

(xuT ~ 5((«-1)/>+c7)+ 5*(«/>+1)

where S(n) and S*(n) are as defined in (3.11).

Proof. Using the Clebsch-Gordan formula (3.10) we get that (xu)3Xxp +i)3

~5*(3/>+l) and (xu)3>xî+iX«~S*(2p+q) and hence

(3.16)

(xu)3 > S*(3p+l) + S*(2p+q) ~ S*(3p+1)+ S(2p+q),

since p and q have the same parity. Let us say that Xris larger than xs if and only if
r>s. The largest irreducible character in (%u)3is the largest character in (xP+i)3
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which is X3JJ
+1- The largest character in (xu)3 whose dimension has parity different
from 3/7+1 is the largest character in x2+iX«which is x2p+q-Thus (xi/)3-<S*(3/J +1)
+ S(2p+q). This fact combined with (3.16) proves the lemma for the case « = 3.
Suppose now that we know that (3.15) holds for a given n^3. Then by (3.12),

(3.13), (3.1) and (3.2) we have
(Xu)n+1 ~ Xv(S((n-l)p+q)

+ S*(np+l))

~ (xQ+ Xp+i)(S((n-l)p+q)

+ S*(np+l))

~ S(np+q) + S*(np+q) + S*((n+l)p + l).
Since S*(np+q)<S(np+q),
(3.15) also holds for (n + 1), and the lemma is
proved.
It follows from Lemma 3.14 that for «^3

(l+Xu)n ~ 2 (XuY~ S((n-l)p+q) + S*(np+l)
(3-17)
~ S((n-l)p+q+l)+

2

X(n-i)P+s+i +s

m=l

It is easy to see that (3.17) holds even if q=l and xi is not contained xu, since
Xi = 1. We have Dj-Dj-l=JXf fr°m the definition (3.9). Since xu is a real character

it follows from (3.4) that

^

= 2***'

X»<(l+Xv)n,

and using this with (3.17) we get
(p-<7)/2

(3.18)
v

Dn = F(n_1)p + (2+ 1+

'

2_!

m=1

(D(n-x)p + q + l + 2m~ Dtn-x)p + q + 2m)

p+1

=

¿_

(~l)m

P

An-l)p

+m

m= « + l

for « ä 3. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.7.

Corollary

3.19. If U is a faithful representation of SU {2)of type (q, p) then U is

series equivalent to R" © Fp +1.

Corollary

3.20. If U is a faithful representation of SU(2) of type (q, p) then

\\D^\\00<2n3p3forn^3.

Proof.
||2>?|L = D%(e) S Dnp+1(e)
np+l

= 2 J2 < 2nY for " = 3.
1=1
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4. Some technical lemmas. In this section all functions denoted by capital
Latin letters will be complex valued measurable functions of period 2-n defined on
R. If F is a function we will write

(4-1)

^-¿J^I^Ol*

whenever the integral on the right exists, and L1 will denote the space of functions
F for which \\F\\x is finite. If F, G are functions we will write

(4.2)

(^G) = i T F(t)G(t)dt

whenever the integral on the right exists. If F has a right-hand (left-hand) limit at
a point to we will denote this limit by F+(t0) (F_(f0)).
This section contains a number of technical lemmas that will be used later in the
paper. Since most of the lemmas are not interesting in themselves, I would suggest
that the reader go to §5 at this point, and refer back to the material in this section

as it is used.
For 0 < r < 1 define
(4.3)

AT(t) = (l-r2)(l-2r

cos t + r2)-1 =1+22

r" cos kt>
fc=i

00

(4.4)

BT(t) = -r"1 sin tA'T(t) =1+2

((k+l)rk-(k-

l)rk~2) cos kt.

k=l

Ar and Br are positive even functions, ||/ír||i = ||£r||i = 1 and for any S>0, Ar and
Br both converge uniformly to 0 on [8, 2-n- 8] as r -* 1 (see [10, pp. 96,97 and 100]).

Hence it follows from [10, p. 86] that if Fis any function in L1 such that F+(0) and

F_(0) both exist, we have

(4.5)

lim (F, Ar) = lim (F, Br) = i(F+(0) + F_(0)).
r->l

r-»l

Define
Cr(t) = (Ar(t)-r2Br(t))(l+r)-í

(4.6)

= (l-r)

r

1+ 2 (k + l)rk cos kt

L

k=l

Lemma 4.7. Let F be a function in L1 such that F is bounded on a neighborhood of

0 and such that the limit lim,..! (F, Cr)=L exists. Then L = 0.
Proof. Since (F, Cr)=0 for any odd function F, we may assume without loss of
generality that F is even. Suppose F/0. Then we may assume without loss of
generality that Fis real valued, and F>0. Choose S such that 0<8<n and such
that Fis bounded on [—8, 8]. Let g be the characteristic function of [—8, 8], and
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let G be the periodic function of period 2w that agrees with Fg on [—it, it]. Then G

is bounded, and

(4.8)

lim (G, Cr) = lim (F, CT)+lim (G~F'AJ _ Hmr\G-*> B,)
r-.l

r-.l

r->l

1+r

r-.l

1+/"

Since G —F vanishes on [—S, 8] it follows from (4.5) that the last two limits in
(4.8) are both zero, and hence

(4.9)

lim (G, Cr) = F.
r->l

Write G~a0+

2™=i ûjccos /ci, and define a function « on the interval [0, 1) by
co

h(r) = 2 <Vfc+1 = KG, Ar),

0 S r < 1.

fc=0

Since |«(r)| ^ ||G||a=||/4r||i= ||G ||œ for 0^r<

1, we see that h is bounded on [0, 1).

Now

(G,Cr)= l(l-r)L+
\

J (k+l)akA = ¿(l-r)(a0+«'(/)),
fc=0

/

and hence by (4.9) we have

(4.10)

F = +lim(l-r)«'(/).
r-»l

It follows from (4.10) that there exists a number £>0 such that «'(/)>F(l —r)_1
for r^ 1 —e, and hence « is increasing on the interval (1 —e, 1). By the mean value
theorem we know that for any integer /c^O there is a number tk in the interval
[1-2-^,

l-2~k-1s]

such that

h(l-2-k'1e)-h(l-2~ke)

= 2-k~1eh'(tk)
> 2~k-1eL(l-tk)-1

^ \L.

Thus

h(l-2~k-'1e)-h(l-e)

= 2 (h(l-2-'-1e)-h(l-2-'e))

^ i(k+l)L.

)=o

Since F 7^0 this contradicts the boundedness of «, and the lemma follows.
Lemma 4.11. Let {F,} (0 < r < 1) be a family of functions such that Fr ->-0 uniformly
on [8, 2rr—8}for every 8>0, and such that the set {\\Fr sin í !!„ : 0<r< 1} is bounded.
Let G e F1, and suppose that there is a neighborhood NofO such that on N we can

write G=FH where FeL\H

is analytic on N and 77(0)=0. Then linw

(G, Fr)=0.

Proof. Our hypotheses imply that we can write G = (1 —eu)K where K e L1. Hence

(4.12)

(G, Fr) = ¿ j"^ K(t)(l-eu)Fr(t)

dt.
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It follows from our hypotheses that there exists a constant M and an e > 0 such that
(1 - eu)Fr(t) á M for all t, and all r > 1 - e. Thus

\K(t)(l-e«)Fr(t)\

= MK(t)

for all / and all r > 1 - e. The lemma now follows from the dominated convergence
theorem.

Lemma 4.13. Let Ar, Cr be as defined in (4.3), (4.6) and define
(A 14)
1' '

°M

= -(1 -''cos t)A'r(t)/(l +r)
= 2r(l -r) sin t(l-r cos t)(l-2r

cos t + r2)-2.

Let G be a fund ion in L1, and suppose that there is a neighborhood N ofO such that on
N we can write G = FH where Fe L1, H is analytic on N, and 77(0) = 0. Then

lim (G, Ar) = lim (G, Cr) = lim (G, Dt) = 0.
r->l

r-.l

r->l

Proof. Let
(4.15)

Gr(t) = (l-r)

sin t(l-2r

cos t + r2)-\

Then we can easily verify that

(4.16)

ArSint = Gr[l+r],

,.,-

„

(4.17)

.

^, f(l-r

Cr s\n t = GXf-.-'2
[(1-rcos

,. .„.

_ .

(4.18)

cosí)2-''2

sin2 rl

, o ■ a J»

i)2 + r2 sin2 fj

„T 2(1 -r cosí)'- sin t 1
' 2 . 2 Ii) +r sin2 ij

Dr sm t = GrU^L(l-rcos

The expressions in square brackets on the right-hand sides of (4.16), (4.17) and
(4.18) are all bounded by 2 in absolute value, so

(4.19) MrSinrlU

á 2|Gr||00, \\CTsin r||x Ú 2|Gr||., ||Z)rsin i||M g 2||Gr||œ.

In [10, p. 96] it is shown that there exists a constant k such that ^r(r)áA:8/(82 + F2)

where 8=1— r and |r| gw. Thus

|Gr(;)| = (l+rí^lsiníAÍOI = l^r(0l = k8t/(82+ t2) ú k
for |/| =7T. Lemma 4.14 thus follows from (4.19) and Lemma 4.11.

Lemma 4.20. Let F be a function in L1 such that F+(0) and F_(0) both exist, and
let Dr be defined by (4.14). Then

lim f F(t)Dr(t)dt = F+(0),
r-1 Jo

lim f

r-»l J -it

F(t)Dr(t)dt = -F_(0),

and hence

lim(F,7)r)= f(F+(0)-F_(0)).
if

r-»l
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Proof. Dr is an odd function that is positive on the interval (0, -n), and Dr converges uniformly to zero on [8, 2n —8] for any 8 > 0. A straightforward calculation

shows that
¡" Dr(t)dt = £-

Jo

l+r

+ (l-r)

log (\±?\,
\l—r/

and hence huir-.! Jô Dr(t) dt= 1. The lemma follows from these facts by a standard kind of argument.
Lemma 4.21. Let F be a function which is continuous at 0, and such that F sin2 7 is

in L1. Then lim,..,! (Fsin 7, Dr) = 0, where Dr is defined by (4.14).
Proof. Since F sin21 is in F1 the inner product (Fsin 7, DT) exists for 0<r< 1.
Let 77 be the periodic function of period 27r that agrees with the characteristic
function of [ —n/2, tt/2] on [—ir, ir]. Our hypothesis implies that F77 sin / is in F1
and F77 sin 7 is continuous at 0, and hence by Lemma 4.20

(4.22)

lim (F/7 sin 7, Dr) = 0.
r-l

Now
((1 -77)Fsin

7, Dr) = 2((1 -77)Fsin2

7, r(l -r)(l

-r cos /)(1 -2r cos 7+ t-2)"2).

Since (1—77)Fsin2 7 is in F1, and r(l-r)(l-rcos
t)(l-2rcos
t + r2)~2 converges
uniformly to zero on the set where 1 —77^0, it follows that lim^j ((1 —77)Fsin t,Dr)
= 0. This fact together with (4.22) proves the lemma.
If F is a function and p is a positive integer, define a function F[pl by

(4.23)

Ftp!(/) = F(pt).

Then it is easy to verify that

(4.24)

(G,F'p>)= J- f

2 G((t+2nj)/p)F(t)
dt

where

(4.25)

J(p) = {neZ:

-[+/>] S « S [i(p-l)]}.

Here [$p] is the greatest integer S \p.
Lemma 4.26. Let p be a positive integer and let G be an L1 function such that for
every j e J(p) either G is bounded near 2-nj\p, or else there exists a neighborhood N,

of2-7TJ/p
such that G = F¡Hj on Nj where F¡ e L1, 77,is analytic on N¡, and Hfênj/p) = 0.
Suppose that the limit lim,...! (G, C¡p])= L exists, where Cr is defined in (4.6). Then

L = 0.
Proof. Write J(p) as a disjoint union J(p) = lu K where for each ye 7, G is
bounded near 2-rrjlp, and for each je K, G has a factorization G = F,77, as in the
statement of the lemma. Let

(4.27)

g(t) = 2 G((t+2nj)/p), k(t) = 2 G((t+ 2nj)/p).
iel

leK
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Then g is bounded near 0, and there is a neighborhood A of 0 such that k =fh on N

where/cL1,

« is analytic on A and «(0) = 0. It follows from (4.24) that

(4.28)

(G,C'"')= 0/>) -^J"1 g(t)Cr(t)dt+ J"* k(t)CT(t)
dt}■

By lemma 4.13 the second integral in (4.28) goes to zero as r —»1, and hence

L = lim(G, C™)= O/»)-1 lim f* g(t)Cr(t)dt.
r-l

r-lj-,

It follows from Lemma 4.7 that £=0.
Lemma 4.29. Let p be a positive integer, and let J(p) be written as a disjoint union

J(p) = I yj K. Let G be a function in L1 such that G has left- and right-hand limits at
2ttjIp for each j e I, and for eachj e K there exists a neighborhood Nj of2-n-jlp such

that G = FjHj on A, where FjeL1, Hj is analytic on A, and Hj(2ttj/p) = 0. Then if Dr
is defined by (4.14) we have

lim(G,Dr»)= O/,)"1 2 (G+(2*JIP)-G_(2njlp)).
'"**
¡ti
Proof. Define functions g(t) and k(t) by (4.27). Then

(4.30)

g+(0)= 2Gt(2#),

g_(0)= 2 G_Oy//>),

iel

m

and k has a factorization k =fh as in the previous lemma. By (4.24) we have

(4.31)

(G, TT) - (2np)-^"

g(t)Dr(t) dt + j"^ k(t)DT(t) dt}-

By Lemma 4.13 the second integral in (4.31) goes to zero as r -» 1, and by Lemma

4.20
Hm(2*-/,)-1 f* g(t)DT(t)dt = (2np)-\g +(0)-g.(0)).
r-*l

J-n

This result combined with (4.30) and (4.31) proves the lemma.
5. A formula for lim Unf(x).

It t is any real number let x(i) be the element of

SU(2) defined by
(5.1)

x(t) = diag(eu,e-u).

Iff is any class function on SU (2) let [/] be the function on R defined by

(5.2)

L/I0=/(X0),

teR.

Then [/] is an even periodic function of period 27r, and if F is any even periodic
function of period 2-n we can write F= [f] for some class function / on 51/(2). If
/ g are functions on SU(2) we will write

(5-3)

(f,g)*= f

JSU(2)

f(x)g(x)dp.(x)
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whenever the integral in (5.3) exists. If/is a class function on SU(2) then if follows

from [8, pp. 163, 386-389] that [/] sin2 t eLx[-ir, n], and

(5.4)

f

JSU<2)

flx) dvtx) = - f" \f](t) sin2t dt.
1T Jo

Hence iff and g are class functions on SU(2) we have

(5.5)

(f,g)* = 2([f], [g] sin2 7).

Let Q be the projection onto the space of class functions on SU(2),

(5.6)

Qf(y) = (

f(xyx-1)dp.(x).

Jst/(2)

lffeL"(SU(2)) andgeL«(SU(2)) wherep-*+q-i = l then (/ ßg)* = (ß/,g)*. If
g is a class function then

(5-7)

(/, g)* = (f, Qg)*= (Qf,g)* = 2([Qf],[g]sin27).

Lemma 5.8. Let U be a faithful representation ofSU(2) of type (q,p), and let f be
a function in L1(SU(2)) such that the U-Fourier series for f at e converges to the

value L. Then

F = iim "2 (-ir+p+ic/;(i-'-)zmpr)*)
where
00

(5.9)

•Anpr = 2L, r ^nv +mn= 0

Here D¡ is defined by (3.9).

Proof.

(5.10)

F = lim Unf(e) = lim/* D^(e) = lim (/ 7)F)*.
n-»oo

n-*oo

n-*oo

Since the Abel method of finding the limit of a sequence of numbers is regular we
have

(5.11)

F = lim (1 - r) f r «(/, D%+x)* = lim (f, Yr)*,
'-l

n=o

-1

where

(5.12)

Ä--a-i^2r"i>y+i.
n=0

For each r with 0<r<

1 the sum in (5.12) converges absolutely by Corollary 3.20.

By formula (3.8) we have
(5.13)

Fr = (l-r)

p+i
J
(-l)m +p+1Zmpr+ e(r)

2

m = q+ 1
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where ZmjJris defined by (5.9), and e(r) is an error term which arises from the fact
that (3.8) may not be valid for « < 3. Since ||e(r)| œ -> 0 as r -> 1 we have lim^x (/
e(r))* = 0, and hence the proposition follows from (5.11) and (5.1'3).

Proposition

5.14. Let « be a function in F1(5i/(2)) that is continuous at e. Let

Zmprbe definedby (5.9),and let Cr, Dr be definedby (4.6)and (4.14).If p is odd,then
(h, (1 - r)ZmVT)*= 2p([Qh], cos \t sin (m + \)tD™)

K

'

-2p([Qh], cos $t cos (m + i)tC™) + h(e) + E(r),

where lim,^! F(r) = 0. If p is even then (5.15) holds if we make the additional assumption that [Qh] sin ? eFx[—it, tt\.

Proof. Since heL\SU(2))

it follows that QheLx(SU(2)) and hence [Qh] sin2 t

eLx[—it, it]. Thus, since [Qh] is continuous at 0, we have [Qh]G e Lx[—it, it] for
any analytic function G of period 2-n-such that G(tt) = G'(tt)=0. Since cos7r/2 =
cos (m+^)TT = Drv\ir)=0, the two inner products indicated on the right-hand side

of (5.15) exist. It follows from the definition (3.9) of D¿ that
oo

m

co

oo

k= l

n=lfc

=n

m + pn

zmPr
= 2 --'2 k*«+2 2 •*" 2
i=0

i=m+l

•>'*>

+ (n-l)p

In this formula write Xfc= sin kOjsin 0 and we get
(m

oo

2 *«""+ 2 r*

k=l

<M
Since (d/dO)(Re (eie/(l-ew))=0,

(5.16)

n= l

m + pn

i = (m + l) + (n-l)p

\

Jeiie)
/

Uew-l)(l-re"*)+l-ewjj'

this becomes

sin ezmpr = -^

[jiF3
I" (l-reipe) J
~>sinOli"

Now define functions Hmpr on Si/(2) by
eime(l+ew)

(5-17)

Im jr^~f

1

= j^

Ar(pO)Hmpr,

where ^4ris defined in (4.3). Then it follows from (5.16) that
(5.18)

-2(1 -r2) sin2 0Zmpr = pHmprA'r(pO)+ Ar(P0) sin 0 (d/dO) (csc 0Hmpr).

Using the definition (5.17) we can verify that

(5.19)

77mpr= 2cos|0[rsin/>0cos(«2

+ £)0 + (l-/-cos/>0)sin(m

+ £)0].

By (5.19), (4.4) and (4.14) we have
(5.20) HmvrA'r(pO)= -2cos\0[r2cos(m

+ \)0Br(p0) + (l+r)sin(m

+ \)0Dr(p0)].
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By applying a few trigonometric identities to (5.19) we obtain

(5.21) Hmpr= sin 42 sing COS*?7\~2m)e-(I
p

[2

sm-jô

-r) sin (Pr^e],
sm^ö

J

and hence

(5.22)

sin 0 (d/dff)(csc 0Hmpr)= 2(1- r)Mmp+ 2pNmp+ 2 sin iP0Rmp,

where

(5.23)

Mmp= -\ sin 0 (d/d0) (sin (p-m-$)0

csc-£0),

(5.24)

Amp= cos $0 cos |/>0 cos \(j> -1 - 2m)0,

(5.25)

7<mp= sin 0 (d/d0) (cos i(/>-1 -2/«)0 csc \0).

From (5.18), (5.20), (5.22) and (4.6) we get
5

„„„2 ar
(l-r)Zmpr = 2csc2c7Fr

(5.26)

i=l

where
(5.27)

Fmpl = (r- \)(r+ \)^MmpAT(pO),

(5.28)

Frmp2 = - (r +1) -1 sin \p0RmpAr(p0),

(5.29)

FrmP3- -/>(r+ O-^A^-cos

(5.30)

Frmp4= p cos ifl sin (m+\)0Dr(p0),

(5.31)

Frmp5= -p cos iff cos (m+i)0Cr(p0).

\0 cos («j + ±)0K(/>0),

Lemma 5.32. For any function h in L1(SU(2)),
lim (h, csc2 0Frmpl)* = 0.
r-»l

Proof. By (5.7) we have
(5.33)

(«, csc2 0Frmpi)* = 2(r- \)(r+ \)-\[Qh\[Mmv],

We know that [Qh] sin2 t gLT-tt,

n], and since [A/mp](0)= [Mmp]'(0)= [Mmp](ir)

= [Mmp]'(ir)=0 it follows that [g«][Mmp] g D\-it,

(5.34)

A™).

*\ By (4.24) and (4.25) we have

([Qh][Mmp],
4P]) = (M*, Ar)

where Af* is the even periodic function of period 2?r defined by

M*{t)=p-i 2 [Qt>W+2nj)/p)[Mmp]((t+2*j)lp).
iej(p)

Let A/*~a0 + 2"=i an cos «i be the Fourier series for M*. Then by (4.3) we have
(M*, /fr) = 2"=o <Vn. The Riemann-Lebesgue

lemma tells us that limn^ „, an=0

and hence
00

(5.35)

lim (1 -r)(M*, Ar) = lim (1 -r) 2 <Vn = hm an = 0.
r-l

r-»l

n=0

n-co
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The lemma follows from (5.33), (5.34) and (5.35).
Lemma 5.36. Let h be a function in L1(SU(2)) which is continuous at the identity,

and let Frmv2be defined by (5.28). Then for any oddp,
(5.37)

lim (A, csc2 0Frmp2)*= h(e).
r-l

If p is even then (5.37) holds if we make the additional assumption that [Qh] sin /
eLx[—n,TT].

Proof. By (5.7) we have
(5.38)

(«, csc2 0Frnp2)* = -2(sin ^pt[Rmp][Qh], A™)(r+1)~\

We know that [Qh] sin2 t eLl[ —tt, -it], and since [Qh] is continuous at 0 and
sin ^pt[Rmp] is an everywhere analytic function that vanishes at n together with its

derivative, it follows that sin ^pt[Rmp][Qh] gLT-tt,

tt]. By (4.24) and (4.25)

(5.39) (sinipt[Rmp][Qh],
AF) =p~i 2 ("^¿f

sinWPmi(t)Ar(t)
dt,

where

fpmi(t) = [Qh]((t+2nj)lp)[Rmp]((t+2nj)lp).
Let

(5.40)

I(r,j, p,m) = ^- f " sin Wpmi(t)Ar(t)dt.

If the interval [(2j- l)n/p, (2j+ l)rr/p] does not contain 0 or + n then/pm/ g V-[-tt,

it]

and hence by Lemma 4.13

(5.41)

lim I(r, j,p, m) = 0,

r-»l

je J(p), j * 0, -\p,

±\(p-1).

Now

(5.42)

l(r, 0,P,m) = ^ J" sin\t[Qh](t/p)[Rmp](t/p)Ar(t)
dt,

and since sin \t [Qh](t/p)[Rmp](t/p) is continuous at 0 if we define its value at 0 to

be -p[Qh](0)= -ph(e), it follows from (5.42) and (4.5) that
(5.43)

lim I(r, 0, p, m) = -ph(e).

Now suppose p is odd. Then ±\(p —I) e J(p) but —\p$J(p).

gL1[—it, it] for ally, and
/Pm.±(P-i,,2 = [Qh]((t±TT(p-l))/p)[Rmp]((t±n(p-l))/p)

is locally in L1 near t=0, it follows from Lemma 4.13 that

(5.44)

lim/(r, ±\(p-l),p,m)

r->l

= 0.

Since sin^f/pmi
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Equation (5.37) for odd p follows from (5.38)-(5.41)and (5.43) and (5.44). Now
suppose p is even, so that —\pe J(p) but + \(p —1) £ J(p). Then

I(r, -\p,p,

m) = ~n £ sinMÔ«]^-^^]^-^^?)

dt.

The assumption that [Qh] sin / eLl[—n, -n] implies that [Qh](t/p —Tr)[Rmp(t/p—-it)]

eF1[ —77,it], and hence it follows from Lemma 4.13 that lim^i 7(r, —\p,p, m) = 0.
This result combined with (5.38)—(5.41)and (5.43) proves (5.37) for even/?.
Lemma 5.45. Let « be a function in L1(SU(2)) which is continuous at the identity,
and let FTmp3
be defined by (5.29). Then for any oddp, lim,.^ («, csc2 0Frmp3)*= 0. Ifp
is even the same result holds if we make the additional assumption that [Qh] sin 7
eL^-tt,
tt].

Proof. The proof is almost identical with the proof of the previous lemma, so we
omit it.
Completion of the proof of Proposition 5.14. It follows from formula (5.7) and

equations (5.30), (5.31) that
(5.46)

(«, csc2 0Frmpi)*= 2p([Qh] cos \t sin (m+\)t, D™)

(5.47)

(«, csc2 0FrmpS)*= - 2p([Qh] cos \t cos (m+\)t, Cip]).

The inner products indicated in (5.46) exist for any « in L1(SU(2)) because
7>fpl(0)= 7)ipl(7r)= sin («j + 1-)(0)=cos7r/2=0, and the inner products indicated in
(5.47) exist for any « e L1(SU(2)) which is continuous at 0 because cos 77/2=
cos («7+ £)7r= 0. Let « be a function in L1(SU(2)) that is continuous at e. Then by

(5.26)
(«, (l-r)Zmpr)*

= 2 (h, csc2 0Frmp,)*.
i=l

Proposition 5.14 follows from this formula and Lemmas 5.32, 5.36, 5.45 and
equations (5.46) and (5.47).
Lemma 5.48. Let U be a faithful representation ofSU'(2) of type (q, p), and let f be
a function in L1(SU(2)) such that fis continuous at e, and the U-Fourier series for f
at e converges to the value L. Ifp is odd then
(5.49)

L = 2/>lim[(sin\(p+q+3)tcos\(p-q+l)t[Qf],
r-1

-(cosi(p+q

+ 3)t cos\(p-q+

D™)
l)t[Qf], Qpl)]+f(e).

Ifp is even then (5.49) holds if we make the additional assumption that [Qf] sin ? is
7«F1[

—77, 77].
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Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5.8, Proposition 5.14 and the trigonometric
identities
v -i-1

cos\t
(5.50)

2
(-l)m+p +1 sin (m+i)/ = sin \(p+q + 3)t cos\(p-q+1)7;
m=
m
= ,q +
+1
l
P
+l
p+i
cosit
2
(-l)m +p +1 cos («7+^)7 = cos$(p+q + 3)tcos$(p-q+l)t.
m=g+l

Lemma 5.51. Let F be an even analytic function ofperiod2-rr such that F(tt) = F'(tt)
= 0, let f be a function in Fx(5i/(2)) that is continuous at the identity, and let p be an
integer. Suppose that for each integer j satisfying 1 SjS[\(p—
1)] either [Qf] is
bounded near (2-rrj/p) or F(2-rrjlp) = 0. Suppose also that lim,...! (F[Qf], C[pl) exists. If

p is odd then

(5.52)

lim (F[g/L C'PV= 0.

r-l

Ifp is even then (5.52) holds if we make the additional assumption that [Qf] sin 7 is in
^[-77,77].

Proof. The assumptions

that F(tt) = F'(tt) = 0 and that/

is continuous

at e

imply that F[Qf] is in V-\-*,w\. Let J(p) = {je Z : \j\ S[%(p-l)]}. Since F[Qf]
is an even function of period 277,and [Qf] is locally in F1 at each point of the open
interval ( —77,77),our assumptions imply that for each integery in J(p) either F[Qf]
is bounded near 2vj/p or else there exists a neighborhood Nf of 2-rrj/p such that

[Qf] is in F1 on Nj and F(2-rrjlp)=0. Ifp is odd then J(p)=J(p) where J(p) is defined
in (4.25), and hence (5.52) holds for odd p by Lemma 4.26. If p is even then J(p)
=J(p) u { —[\p]}. If we assume that [Qf] sin 7 is in Fx[—77,77]then since F(tt)
=F'(77)=0 it follows that F[Qf] can be written as the product of a function which
is analytic at —77= 277(—[\p]¡p) and vanishes at —77,and a function in Fx[ —77,77].
Hence in this case (5.52) again follows from Lemma 4.26.
Lemma 5.53. Let Fand 77 be respectively even and odd analytic functions of period
2-rr, and suppose that F(Tr) = F'(ir) = 0. Let f be a function in L1(SU(2)) that is continuous at the identity, let p be an integer and let J*(p) = {n e Z : 1 SnS[i(p—l)]}.
Suppose thatJ*(p) can be written as a disjoint union J*(p) = I* u K* u F* where for

eachj in I*, [Qf] has left- and right-hand limits at 2-nj¡p;for eachj in K*, F(2ttj/p)
= H(2ttj/p) = 0; and for eachj in L*, H(2ttj/p) = 0 and [Qf] is bounded near 2-rrj/p.
Suppose that the limit

(5.54)

lim
(2/7(77[Qf],7)^) -2p(F[Qf], C™))= F
r-*l

exists. Ifp is odd then

(5.55)

F = I 2 H(2?rJlp)([Qf]+(2?TJlp)-[Qf]Á^JlP))77 leí'
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If p is even then (5.55) still holds if we make the additional assumption that

[Qf\*&[-*,-*].
Proof. The inner product (H[Qf], DT») exists because H(n) = DTp\tr) = 0 (we use
the fact that any odd function of period 2tt vanishes at -n),and we saw in the previous
lemma that the other inner product in (5.54) exists. Let N be the interval
[ —ir + ^rrp-1, it—frrp'1], and let M be the complement of N in [ —n, ir\. Let
KM, KN be the characteristic functions of M, N respectively, made periodic of

period 2tt. Let P=H[Qf]KM, G=H[Qf]KN where H is as in the statement of the
lemma. Then GgLT—tt, tt] and G vanishes on a neighborhood

of —it. Since

H(tt)=0 it follows that P sin t g FT —it, tt]. Apply Lemma 4.29 to the function G
with /={0} u /* u -/* and K=K* u -K*vL*v
-L* u ({-[\p]} n J(p)),
and we obtain

lim2p(G,D™)- - 2 (G+(2ttjIp)-G-(2ttjIp))
(5.56)

= - 2 H(2irj/p)({Qf]+(2irj/p)-[Qf]-(2Trj/p)).

Now

(5.57)

2/>(P,/)fpl)=^ f

p(--77W(í)¿>

(5.58)

2/>(F,7>{PI)
=^

f /*(—-irWr)

for/7 even,

i// for />odd,

where e(/?) = 1 if/?= 1 and e(p)=2 ifp^3. (To derive (5.58) we have used the fact
that P and Dr are both odd functions.) It follows from the facts that P vanishes on
[—tt+í^p'1,
TT—JyTrp-1]
and F sin t eL}[—n, tt] thatP((t + Tr)/p—n) vanishes on a
neighborhood of r=0, and P((t + Tr)/p—Tr)sin t g FT—it, tt]. Hence we can apply
Lemma 4.21 to the function P((t + TT)¡p—ir) csc t to show that

(5.59)

lim 2p(P, Drp])= 0

r-»l

for p odd.

Suppose now that/? is even and [Qf] is in FT—tt, tt]. Then we can write P(tlp—Tj)
as the product of a function [Qf](t/p —Tr)KM(t/p—iT) in Lx[—tt, tt] and an analytic
function H(t/p—Tr) that vanishes at 0. Hence by Lemma 4.13

(5.60)

lim 2p(P, D™) = 0 for p even if [Qf] e L1.

r-l

SinceP+G=H[Qf], it followsfrom (5.56)-(5.60)that

(5.61) lim
2p(H[Qf],D™)= ir- 2 H(2nj/p)([Qf]A2*Jlp)
- [fi/]_(2*//p)).
r-l
W
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This result combined with our assumption (5.54) shows that lim,..,! (F[Qf], Cr[p])
exists. By Lemma 5.51 we thus have

(5.62)

lim (F[Qf], Cr[pJ)= 0,

r-»l

and Lemma 5.53 follows from (5.61) and (5.62).
Theorem 5.63. Let U be a faithful representation of SU(2) of type (q,p), let
x e SU(2), and let f be a function in L1(SU(2)) such that fis continuous at x and the
U-Fourier series for f at x converges to the limit L. Let xfbe the function on SU(2)

definedby xf(y)=f(xy) and let

(5.64)J(q,P)= {jeZ:lSjS

[«,-1)1 sin(ÉÛttS) cos(At»)

Suppose that [Q(xf)] has left- and right-hand limits at 2-njlp for eachjeJ(q,p),

# o}and

[Q(xf)] is boundedat 2ttjIpfor all j such that 1 SjS[\(p—l)] and sin (JTr(q+3)lp)=0

but cos (j^q— O/tO^O. 77ie«ifp is odd

L=f(x)

and ifp is even the same formula holds provided we make the additional assumption

Proof. Since / is continuous at x, we see that xf is continuous at e, and since
Unf(x) = Un(xf)(e) it follows that the [/-Fourier series for xf at e converges to F.
The theorem follows from Lemma 5.48 and Lemma 5.53 with I*=J(p,q)
and
K*={jeJ*(p)
: cosJ7T(q-l)/p = 0}.

Corollary

5.65. Let U be anyfaithful representation ofSU(2), and let C(SU(2))

be the space of continuous functions on SU(2). Then U-Fourier series are honest for

functions in C(SU(2)).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.63 since Q(xf) is continuous

for any x e SU(2) and any/e C(SU(2)).
Corollary
5.66. Let U be a faithful representation of SU(2). Then U-Fourier
series are honest for functions in LX(SU(2)) if and only if U is of type (1,1), (2, 2) or

(3, 3).
Proof. We verify immediately from (5.64) that 7(1, 1)=7(2, 2)=7(3, 3)= 0, so
it follows from Theorem 5.63 that [/-Fourier series are honest for functions in

LX(SU(2))if U is of type (1,1), (2, 2) or (3, 3). On the other hand let Í7be of type
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(q, p) different from (1, 1),(2, 2) or (3, 3) and for 1új^Upclass function on SU(2) defined by

/p(x) = 0(x) csc 0(x)

(5.67)

[October

1]let/p be the bounded

if 0 < 0(x) Ú 2ttjIp

= (0(x)-tt) CSC0(x)

if 2-njlp < 0(x) < tt

= 1

if x = e

= —1

if x = —e.

Then/P is continuous at e. Using (3.6) and (5.4) we see that

(5.68)

(fip* 2 kXk)(e)= 2 k(fjp,Xk)*= -2 J cos(2vjk¡p)
= \-csc (trjlp) sin ((n+if)(2TTJlp)).

Using this result in (3.8), and noting the trigonometric identity (5.50) we get
Un(fip)(e)=

(5.69)

2

(-l)m+P+1(/p*An-i>P+m)(e)

p+i
2* (-ir+p +1sin((«I+i)(2^/7p))

= l-csc(ttj/p)

m= a + l

= 1- 2 csc (2ttjIp)sin ((q + 3)ttj/p)cos ((q - \)irjlp)
for all n ï: 3. Note that the right-hand side of (5.69) does not depend on «. It follows
from (5.69) and our restrictions on (q, p) that the [/-Fourier series for/lp converges
deceptively at e unless p —2(q—l). \f p = 2(q—l), then our restrictions on (q,p)
imply thatp^6 so/2p is defined, and (5.69) shows that the [/-Fourier series for/2p
converges deceptively at e. Corollary 5.66 follows from these remarks.

Proposition 5.70. Let a, b be integers satisfying a>b¡í0. Let f be a bounded
function in L1(5i/(2)) which is continuous at xe SU(2), and suppose that the limit
an + b

L = lim 2 if* kXk)(x)
n^00

fc=l

exists. Ifa Ú2 or ifa = 2b+l we can conclude that L=f(x). For any other pair (a, b)
with a>b^0 there is a bounded function f such that L^f(x).
Proof. F=limn^00 (xfi /)an+i))*=limr^1 (xfi (1 -r)Zbar)* where Z6or is defined by
(5.9). Suppose a = 2b +1. Then sin (¿>+i)(27r/'/a)=0 for all integers/ By Proposition
5.14 and Lemma 5.53 (withp = a, 7/=cos^r sin (b+\)t, F=cos\t cos (b+tyt, and
K*=I*= 0) we get L=xf(e)=f(x).
If a^2 we again use Proposition 5.14 and
Lemma 5.53 (but now J*(p) = 0) to get L =/(x). Now suppose a > 2 and a^2b +1.
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Letfxa be defined by (5.67). Then for any integer « we

have by (5.68)
an+ 6

2

C/i" * kXk)(e) = 1-csc (77/a)sin (b+i)(2-rr/a)

k=i

and hence L^fle).
6. Honesty of [/-Fourier series for a certain class of functions.
functions on SU(2) defined by

(6.1)

Let A, B be the

*=[l-B(x)
-u A(x)\
-Ü1, xeSU(2).
v'

If x and y are elements of SU(2) define
(6.2)

d(x,y) = [Tr(x-y)(x-y)*]1'2.

Then d is a metric on SU(2) such that the map of SU(2) into C defined by
x -> (A(x), B(x), A~(x),B(x)) is an isometry for the Euclidean metric on C4. This
metric is easily seen to be left and right translation invariant. We will denote the
open ball of radius r about x e SU(2) for this metric by B(x, r). In the following
discussion the Hausdorff dimension of subsets of Si/(2) will be with respect to the
metric d. (See Chapter VII of [3] for definition and properties of Hausdorff dimension and Hausdorff measure.)
Proposition 6.3. Let S be the set of all functions in Lco(SU(2)) whose set of discontinuities has Hausdorff dimension S 2, and let T be the set consisting of those
functions in S whose set of discontinuities has Hausdorff dimension <2 Let U be a
faithful representation ofSU(2). Then U-Fourier series are honest for functions in T,
but U-Fourier series are honest for functions in S if and only if U is of type (I, 1),

(2, 2) or (3, 3).
Proof. Let U be of type (q, p), let/e T, and let x be a point of continuity off. We
will show that [Q(xf)] is continuous on [0,77), and in particular [Q(xf)] is continuous on (2-n/p)J(q, p) (see (5.64)). It will then follow from Theorem 5.63 that if
the [/-Fourier series for/at x converges, it must converge to/(x:). Note that [Q(xf)]
is continuous at 0 because xfis continuous at e. Let F be the set of points at which
xfis discontinuous. Since F is translation invariant the Hausdorff dimension of F
is less than 2, and hence the two-dimensional measure of F is zero. This means

that for each positive integer« there is a sequence {xnk : 1 S k < 00}of points in F and
a sequence {rnk : 1 S k < 00} of positive numbers such that

(6.4)

F s U B(xnk,rnk) and
k=l

2 ^

ffx

< ~
«

Let Fn = (Jjf= j B(xnk, rnk). Then the complement B'n of Fn is a closed set on which
xfis continuous, and by the Tietze extension theorem we can find a continuous
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function/,

on SU(2) such that ||/„|| m Ú \\xf\\. = ||/|,

continuous,

(6.5)

[October
and xf=fn

on B'n. Since/,

is

[Q(f„)] is also continuous. For any / g [0, tt]

[Qfn](t)- [QUW) = Í

Jsum

fn(yx(t)y-x)- xf(yx(t)y-x) dply)

(see (5.2) and (5.6)). Since/, —xf vanishes off of Bn we get

(6.6)

|[Qfn](t)- [Qxf](t)\ ^ 2||/|| œ/x(Fn)

where
(6.7)

En = {v : yx(t)y-x

e Bn} ^ [J {y : yx(t)y-x

e B(xnk, rnk)}.

k=l

It follows from (6.7) that
(6.8)

p(En) ^ 2 M y ■yxiOy-1 e B(xnk, rnk)}.
ic=i

In order to estimate the sum (6.8) we will need to prove a few lemmas.

Lemma 6.9. Let A and B be the functions on SU(2) defined in (6.1). Then there
exists a constant Ksuch that p.{x e SU(2) : \B(x)\ <e}<Ke2 for every e>0.

Proof. If x=(x1; x2, x3, x4) is any point in Ä4, let x be the matrix defined by

(6.10)

x=

Xx + iX2
-X3 + /X4

x3 + /x4~|

Xi

iX2J

Then SU(2) acts as a group of orthogonal transformations on R* by left translations, x —»gx for g g 5í/(2). Also we may identify the unit sphere 53 in R* with
SU(2) by (6.10). Now 53 can be parametrized by
(6.11)

Xi = sin 0lt

x2 = cos 0± sin 02,

-^

z

^ 0,, 02 ^ y

z

x3 = cos 0! cos 02 sin 03, x4 = cos öx cos 02 cos 03, 0 S 03 < 2w.

In [1, p. 116] it is shown that there is a unique measure da>on 53 which is invariant

under all orthogonal maps of Ä4 and has total mass = 1, and this measure is
(6.12)

da, = lyn--2cos2 0! cos 02 d0! d02 d03.

Thus dm is Haar measure on SU(2). Using the identifications (6.10) and (6.11) we
have |5|2=x2+x|=cos2
0! cos2 02, and hence

(6.13)

ju.{x: \B(x)\ < e} = \n'2

f cos2 0Xcos 02 d0x d02 d03

Jr

^ 4CTT-1 j* cos 01dO1d02
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where
F = {(0i, 02, 03) : COS0! cos 02 < e, -77/2 S 0i, 02 S W2>0 S 03 < 2tt},

V = {(0i, 02) : cos 0i cos 02< e,0 S Ox,02S W2}.
Now
/•

/»arc 00s e

cos 0i dOx d02 =
Jv

/• ji/2

(arc sin (e sec 0X))cos 0XdOx+
Jo

cos 0Xd0lt
Jare cos e

and since arc sin tS\rrt for 0^/^ 1 we see that ¡v cos 0j é/0! d02<3e. This result
combined with (6.13) proves Lemma 6.9.
Lemma 6.14. Let z e SU(2), let t e (0,77) and let e be a positive number. Let

F(t, z, ¿) = {ye SU(2) : yx^y-1

e B(z, e)}.

Then there exists an absolute constant K such that
Lt(F(t, Z, e)) S Ke2 CSC27.

Proof. Let yQ e F(t, z, e) (if F(t, z,¿)= 0 the lemma is clearly true). If y is any
point in F(7, z, ¿) then

d(y° W)'

x^yö xy>= d^x^ >y~l«y^wy*x)

(6.15)

S d(yx(t)y-\

z) + d(z, y0x(t)yôx) < 2e.

A straightforward calculation shows that for any a e SU(2)
(6.16)

d(ax(t), x(t)a) = 81/2|F(a)| sin 7.

If we take a=y0~1y in (6.16) and use (6.15) we obtain
(6.17)

\B(yöry)\

< e csc 7•2"1/2 < e csc i, y e F(t, z, e).

Let 77(7, e) = {xeSU(2) : \B(x)\ <ecsc 7}. It follows from (6.17) that F(t,z,¿)
ç v077(7,e), and hence by Lemma 6.9
/x(F(7, Z, e)) ^ n(H(t, e)) SKe2 CSC27

which proves Lemma 6.14.
Applying Lemma 6.14 to (6.8) we get
CO

(6.18)

p(En) S F csc2 7 2 r\k S Kn'1 csc2 t
k=l

so by (6.6) we have

\[QQ(t)-[Qxf](t)\ Ú 2FII/IU«"1csc27.
It follows that [Qfn] converges uniformly to [Qxf] on any compact subinterval of
(0,77), and hence the limit function Qxfis continuous on (0,77). This completes the
proof that [/-Fourier series are honest for functions in T. It follows from Corollary
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5.66 that [/-Fourier series are honest for functions in 5if i/is of type (1, 1), (2, 2) or
(3, 3). If i/is of type (q,p) different from (1, 1), (2, 2) or (3, 3), then we saw in the
proof of Corollary 5.66 that some function/,, defined as in (5.67) has a [/-Fourier
series that converges deceptively at e, so to complete the proof of Proposition 6.3
it will suffice to show that/p g 5. The set of discontinuities of/p is

A(J,/>) = {xg 5i/(2) : 0(x) = 277/7/»}.

Use (6.10) to identify SU(2) with the unit sphere in R*. Then by (3.5) we see that
A(/p) is the intersection of the sphere x2+x|+x§ + x2= 1 and the plane
x1=cos(2ttj/p). This intersection is a 2-sphere which has Hausdorff dimension 2
for the Euclidean metric on Ri. Since d(x, y)=2ll2\x-y\
for all x, y e 53£Ä4 we
conclude that the Hausdorff dimension of A(j',/>) is also 2, so/p g 5. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.3.

7. Deception sets. Let U be a faithful representation of 5i/(2) of type (q, p).
The deception set Dv or D(q,p) of U is the subset of SU(2) given by

D(q,p) = {x : eipeM =1}
"

'

if p is odd

= {-<?} u {x : eipew = 1 and eiU>-imx)± -1}

if p is even.

Since two elements x, y of SU(2) are conjugate if and only if 0(x) = 0(y) we see that

xDu = Dux for all x e SU(2).
Theorem 7.2. Let U be a faithful representation of SU (2) with deception set Dv,
let x e SU(2) and let fie V(SU(2)). If fis continuous at each point of xDu then the
U-Fourier series for f does not converge deceptively at x. For each point y e xDu such
that y ^x there is a function in L1(SU(2)) which is analytic except at y, and whose UFourier series converges deceptively at x.
Proof. Lety'be an integer such that 1 ^j^

[i(p-

1)] and cos ((#- l)/7r//?)^0, and

let Kf={x e SU(2) : 0(x) = 2ttj/p}. It is easy to verify that K¡^DV. Suppose now
that/is continuous at each point of xDu. Then xfis continuous at each point of
Dv so for any e>0 and any g e K¡ there exists a 8(g)>0 such that

(7-3)

d(y,g) < 8(g) =>\J(y)-J(g)\

< \e.

The family of sets {B(g, 8(g)) : g e K,) form an open cover for K¡. Let S be the
Lebesgue number for this cover. Let g e K, and let « be any element of SU(2) such
that d(g, h) < 8. There exists a g0 e K¡ such that g and « are both contained in
B{go, &(go)), by the definition of Lebesgue number. Thus

(7-4)

\xf(g)-xf(h)\

i \xf(g)-xf(go)\

+ \xñgo)-xf(h)\

< e

by (7.3). Now let s, t e [0, tt]. If \s-t\ <¿S then for all y e SU(2)
(7.5)

d(yx(s)y-\

yx^y-1)

= d(x(s), x(t)) = 81,a|sin i(s-r)l

< §.
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Now yx(2-rrj/p)y~1 e K¡ for all y e SU(2), and hence if \s —(2ttj¡p)\ <\8 it follows
from (7.5) and (7.4) that

(7.6)

Ixf(yx(s)y-*)-xf(yx(2njlp)y-*)|

< ».

Using the definition (5.6) of Q together with (7.6) we get

\[QJ](s)-[Qxf](2vlp)\

< e whenever \s-(2-nJlp)\ < 8/2,

and we have shown that [Qxf] is continuous

at 2-n-j/pfor all j such that 1 SjS

[\(p— 1)] and cos ((q— \)irj/p)^Q. Thus it follows from Theorem 5.63 that if the
[/-Fourier series for / converges at x it must converge to/(jc). (Note that if p is
even, then —e e Dv so xfis continuous at —e, and hence [Qxf] eL1[ —-n, ir].) Now

let

(7.7)

f=({_A)-i

where A is defined by (6.1). It is shown in [5, p. 670] that f e L1(SU(2)), and an
argument almost identical with an argument given there shows that the sequence

{/„} defined by

(7.8)

/„ = j=o
2 A'

converges to /in LX(SU(2)). In [9, p. 164] it is shown that A1'1 is a coordinate
function of the y'-dimensional irreducible representation of SU(2). Hence
«Xn* A'~1 = 8njAi'1, and it follows that nxn*f = An~1 for ally'^«-l.
Thus
"Xn */=lim^00

(7-9)

«Xn *f = A"-1 and

Da*f= 2 jXi*/ = /„_!.
i=i

If g is any element of Si/(2) we can write

(7.10)

g = M-14%))«

for some we Si/(2). Equation (7.10) does not determine u uniquely, but we will
choose some u and keep it fixed in this discussion. If ge SU(2) we define a function
g* in LX(SU(2)) by

(7.11)

g*(y)=f(uyu1x(-e(g)))

where / is defined by (7.7). g* is analytic except when uyu~lx(— 0(g)) = e, i.e.
except when v = g. Also

(7.12)

g*(e) =flx(-0(g)))

= (l-exp(-/0(g)))-\

so that g*(e) is finite for any g+e, and g*(e)/0 for all g e SU(2). From now on
we assume that g + e. For any y e SU (2), Dn * g*(y)=fn.1(uyu'1x(
-0(g))), and in
particular, from (7.8) and (7.12) we have
Fn * g*(e) = fn-x(x(-0(g)))

= g*(e)[] -exp (-inO(g))].
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Using this result together with (2.1) and (3.8) we obtain

(7.13)

Ung*(e) = g*(e)-Eqp(g) exp (-/(«-

l)p0(g))

where

EM) = g*(e)(-lf +1(p-q+D
(7.14)

„-¡<« + 1)8(9)/-1 i „-Hv-Q

= S*{e)e--¡^^-1

if 0(g) = tt
+ 1M9)\

if 0(g) ÏTT.

Suppose now that the eigenvalues of g are pth roots of unity, so that 0(g) = 2Trj/p
for some integer/ Then exp (—/'(«—l)p0(g))=l for all «, and it follows from (7.13)

that
(7.15)

lim Ung*(e) = g*(e)-Eqp(g).
n-» oo

If 0(g) = TT(i.e. if g= -e) then it follows from (7.14) that Eqp(g)^0, and (7.15)
shows that the [/-Fourier series for g* converges deceptively at e. If 0(g) ± tt then

(7.14) shows that Eqp(g)±0 if and only if exp (-i(p-q+

l)0(g))¥= -1. It follows

that the [/-Fourier series for g* converges deceptively at e whenever g is in the
deception set Dv (and g^e). If/is any function on SU(2), and x g SU(2) letfx be

the function on 5i/(2) defined by fx(g)=f(x~ 'g) for all g e SU(2). Let x g SU(2)
and let v = xz be a point in xDv such that y # x. Then (z*)x is a function in L1(SU(2))
that is analytic except at y, and (z*)x(x) = z*(e), but the [/-Fourier series for (z*)x
at x converges to z*(e) —Eqp(z)=£z*(e). This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2.

Corollary
7.16. Let U and V be two faithful representations of SU(2) which are
series equivalent. Then U and V have the same deception sets.
Proof. Suppose Dv + Dv, and let g be an element of SU(2) which is in exactly
one of the sets Du, Dv. Say g e Dv, g$ Dv. If g* is constructed as in (7.11) then the
[/-Fourier series for g* converges deceptively at e, but since g* is analytic on Dv the
F-Fourier series for g* does not converge deceptively at e. Thus U and F are not
series equivalent.

Corollary
7.17. Let U be a faithful representation of SU(2). Then U-Fourier
series are honest for functions in L1(SU(2)) if and only if U is of type (1, 1).

Proof. Theorem 7.2 shows that [/-Fourier series are honest for functions in

L1(SU(2)) if and only if Dv = {e}.It follows from the definition of Z^that -ee Dv
if p is even, /)„ contains all elements of SU(2) whose eigenvalues are/?th roots of
unity if p is odd, and Dv = {e}if and only if U is of type (1, 1).
Proposition 7.18. Two faithful representations of SU(2) are of the same type if
and only if they are series equivalent.
Proof. By Corollary 3.19 we know that representations of the same type are
series equivalent. Let U be a faithful representation of type (q, p) and let F be a
faithful representation of type (r, s) and suppose that (q,p)¥=(r, s). First consider
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Then q±r,

so p>2.

Let g=x(2ir/p),
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so 0(g) = 2-rT¡p+-n. It

follows from (7.14) and (7.15) that lim,,..,*,Ung*(e)and limn_œ<V„g*(e)both exist,
and
lim Ung*(e)-lim

(7.19)

"->«>

Vng*(e)

n->oo

= g*(e)(exp (2ttí¡p)+ l)-x(exp (-2irir/p)-exp

(-2mqlp)).

Since lSr,qSp
and q^r the right side of (7.19) is not zero, and hence Uand Vare
not series equivalent if p=s. Now suppose that p^s. Say, for example s<p so
p^2. Let g = x(2irlp). Then from definition (7.1) we see that g$D(r,s),
and
g e D(q,p) unless/» is even and q— 1 =\p. Thus by Corollary 7.16, [/and Fare not
series equivalent if q— l¥=^p. Suppose now that q—l=$p. If s is odd we have
—eeD(q,p)
and —e$D(r,s)
and by Corollary 7.16 U and V are not series
equivalent. Suppose therefore, that s is even. Sincep>s, we have/? ^4, and since
p = 2(q—l) where q is even we have actually p^6. Let h=x(4TT¡p)^—e. Then
« 6 D(q,p) but « £ 7)(/, ä) unless s=%p. It follows that Í/ and F are not series
equivalent unless possibly (q—l) = %p= s. \fq- l=ip = s then it follows from (7.14)
and (7.15) that lim,,^ Unh*(e)and lim,,^«» Vnh*(e)both exist and
(7.20)

lim [/„«*(<?)-lim Fn«*(e)

n->0°

"-<*>

= «*(«?)exp (-8t7///>)(1 +exp (-4m/p))-1(exp

(-4(r-

l)-rri/p)-l).

Since our hypotheses imply that 0<2(r— l)/p< 1 the right side of equation (7.20)
is not zero, and U and F are again not series equivalent. Proposition 7.18 now

follows.
8. Deceptive convergence for L2 functions. If/ is a function in L1(SU(2)) then
the Riemann Lebesgue set off is defined to be

r(f) = ¡xe SÍ/Í2) : lim «Xn*f(x) = OF
I

n-»oo

J

It follows from [6, Lemma 3] that n(r(f))= 1 for any feL\SV(2)).
Theorem 8.1. Let U be a faithful representation of SU (2), and let f be a function in
L1(SU(2)). Then the U-Fourier series for f does not converge deceptively at any point
of the Riemann Lebesgue set off. In particular, iffeL2(SU(2))
then the set of points
where the U-Fourier series for f converges deceptively has measure zero.

Proof. Let x he a point of continuity off which is contained in r(f), and suppose
that the [/-Fourier series for/at x converges to F. Let U be of type (q, p) and let F
be a representation of Si/(2) of type (1, 1). For any positive integer « let «2 be the

largest integer such that (m- l)p+q+1
the relationship

(8.2)

Sn. Then m -> 00 as « -■y00. By (3.18) and

Dr —Dr_x = fXr we have

Vnflx)-Umf(x)=

2

i-Dp+9+2
i-o.-i»+f*

(7"XV
*/)(*)

(p-«)/2

-

2
7= 1

((™-l)/>+?+2y+l)x(m-i)P

+9+2i+i */(■*).
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By the definition of m we have 0^(n+l)

—((m—l)p+q + 2)<p. Since

lim (jxi *f)(x) = 0
it follows from (8.2) that lim,,..«, Vnf(x) —Umf(x) = 0, and hence
lim Fn/(x) = lim Umf(x) = L.

n-. oo

m-*co

By Corollary 7.17 we have L =f(x), and the [/-Fourier series for/does not converge
deceptively at x.
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